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l.l I3ack%ound of the Naticnal Elderly Victimization Prevention 
and Assistance P;ogram 

.. --.... 
The recent and growing interest in the problem of 

crime against the elderly is a direct outgrowth of our elderly 

citizens' increasingly vocal insistence that something be 

done'labout the ha.r::l resulting from the fea!.:' of crime and 

vi~tL~ization., In response to these demands for action, in 

early 1977, four Federal agencies launched an unusual 

coordinated program aimed at learning about~nd reducing 

the incidence and effects of crime against the elderly. 

The national p~ogram consisted of seven local demonstr.ation 

projec~s and a central coordinating arm, the Criminal 

Justice and the Elderly program. 

The $4.4 million effort was supported by grants from 

the Administration on Aging (AoA) , the Community Services 

Administration (CSA) , the Law Enforca~ent Assistance 

Administration (LEAA), the Department of Housihg and Urban 

Development (HUD) , and the Ford and Edna t1cConnell Clark 

Foundations. 

The program's central arm, Criminal Justice and the 

Elderly (CJE), was tasked with both assisting and evaluating 

the seven demonstration projects; in addition, CJE took on 

a role as a national research and resource center for 

information on the probla~ of crime against the elderly. 

C~T'P.' s evaluation was" divided into two components. An impact 

evaluation was funded by a $200,000 grant from HUD. One hundred 

sixty thousand dollars of this amount was subcontracted to t~e 

Behavioral Sciences Laboratory of the University of , 
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Cincinnati for surveys of the. proj ects' impact in selected 

neighborhoods. To supplement the information collected by BSL, 

AoA and CSA provided $75,6.14 for CJE to track the progress of 

the seven projects and to conduct a process evaluation 

of each project. From these data, a number of separate reports 

have been prepared on the process evaluation in each of the 

sites and on BSL's findings from their neighborhood surveys.l 

This report will attempt to combine and summarize the 

findings from these reports in order to provi'de the mos.t 

important lesson§ learned,; about how to implement a successful 

elderly anti-crime project. 

1.2 Sites and Objectives 

Beginning in early 1977, seven demonstration projects 

aimed at preventing crime against the elderly and assisting 

elderly crime victims were established in six major cities--

Chicago, New York (two projects), New Orleans, Los Angeles, 

Milwaukee, and Washington, D.C. Six of the projects focused 

their activities on selected neighborhoods with hi9'h crime 

rates and high concentrations of senior citizens, while the 

Chi9ago program adopted a city-wide approach. 

Three of the projects--New York City's Senior Citizens' 

Crime Assistance and Prevention Program (SCCAPP), New Orleans' 

Elderly Victimization Prevention and Assistance Program 

(EVP&AP), and Milyaukee's Crime Prevention-Victim Assistance 

Program for Senior Citizens (CP-VAP)--were sponsored by 

local community action agencies with Federal funding for two 

years of some 1.6 million from the Community Services Admin-

~~--c~_~l 
istration. 

. . , 
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The other four projects--Chicago's Senior Citizens' 

Community Safety Program, Los Angeles' Security Assistance 

for the Elderly (Senior SAFE), Washington, D.C.'s Elderly 

Antivictimization Project, and New York City's Senior Citizen 

~nti-Crime Network (SCAN)--were supported by the Administration 

on Aging with two~year funding of 1.8 million~ \; 

The seven proS\ects had a number of common objectives: 

o Helping the elderly avoid victimi.zation. Most 
of the projects developed an education program for 
senior citizens on techniques for reducing their 
chances of !:,being victimized. Several of the 
projects br\~'lught their crime prevention services 
into the homes of the elderly, helping them, for 
example, identify security weaknesses, upgrade the 
quality of their locks, and engrave their property 
with an identifying number to deter burglaries. 

oRe-establishing social n~~works and strengthening 
neighborhoods. It has always been true that . 
isolated individuals are more vulnerable to cr~e 
than people in groups. Several projects helped 
elderly neighbors conduct their shopping together 
or stayed in regular contact by telephone. Others 
sought to reduce the dangers of urban living by 
helping citizens form intergenerational block 
clubs or a "Neighborhood Watch ll program, attempting 
both to reduce residential crime and to bring 
neighbors in contact with each other, and thus 
reduce fears. 

o Aiding elderly victims of crime. In cooperation 
with police and social service agencies, a~l th7 . 
projects provided assistance to elderly cr~e v~ct~s 
to help them recover from the psychological, physical 
and financial effects of the victimization. The 
types of service provided included crisis counseling', 
transportation, home care, legal aid, replaca~ent 
of lost documents, a~ergency food and clothing, and 
temporary shelter. 

o Expanding public awareness of the problem of 
crime against the elderly and activities needed to 
combat it. Projects advocated for public policy 
changes which would reflect the seriousness of the 
probla~ of crime against the elderly. Each 
project had its own local advisory committee, which 
helped to plan project activiti~5 and to in7ure that 
the interests of "~ll segments OJ: the commun~ ty 
were represented~ , .A5 many local· organiza tions as 
possible were cdhtacted in an effort to sensitize 
tha~ to the probla~s of elderly crime and to ensure 
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that elderly clients would receive 
efficient care and attention. 

Although the seven projects pursued similar objectives, 

their emphases were guite varied. For example, Security 

Assistance for the Elderly (Senior SAFE) in Los Angeles 

and the Senior Citizens Crime Assistance and Prevention Program 
..' . 

in New York concentrated on victim assistance. The Senior 

Citizen Anti-Crime Network in New York City focused on 

expanding public awareness of the probla~ of crime against 

the elderly and ways to fight it. Other projects, su~h as 

Chicago's Senior Citizen Community Safety Program and 

New Orleans' Elderly Victimization Prevention and 

Assistance Program, emphasized the dissemination of crime 

prevention education to groups of senior citizens. The 

other two projects, the Elderly ,~~tivictimization project 

in Washington, D.C., and the Crime Prevention/Victim 

Assistance Program in Milwaukee, stressed neighborhood 

strengthening activities. The D.C. project established 

a very successful escort service for sertiors, while the 

Milwaukee project helped citizens form block clubs to 

protect one another, and impla~ented a comprehensive 

home security program for senior citizens. 

1.3 Purpose of This Report 

This final report summarizes the findings of both 
(j 

the process and impact evaluations. The process evaluation 

focused on project activities rather than the effect these 

activities had on their intended audience. Its primary goals 

.-
. . , 
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were to supply data to project administrators so that 
.... 

~the projects could b~ improved, to subs'equently provide 
----information to administrators who would be attempting to 

insti tutionalizesome of the proj ects 9 compo'nents, and to 

a,ssess the quality and extent ot proj ect activities forfthe 

agencies which funded the projects. In order to take into 

account the varying goals and activities of each of the 

seven project~the process evaluation design was tailored 

to each of the projects and kept flexible over the course 

of the effort. For all projects, however, conclusibns 'were 

based on knowledge gained from three site visits to each 

pro~E?gt, comprehensilJ'e reviews of available data, regular 
(f! 

t~\lephone contacts, the' proj ects' quarterly progress reports, 

and interviews with individuals who dealt with the projects. 

These included officials from public social service 

agencies" staff from private community organizations, 

members of the local police depart~ents, members of the 

projects' advisory groups, staff from senior citizen~nters 

and programs, and representatives of the local media. CJE 

also interviewed virtually every staff member for the 

seven projects. 

The impact evaluation was designed to assess the effects 

the projects had on their intended tar.get populations. It 

was conducted through a series of three surveys. A two-

wave telephone survey of the general elderly population 

living in the target neighbq~hoods yielded data concerning 

neighborhood strengthening, crime prevention education, 

and public policy activities. BSL conducted the first 

wave in the fall of 1977 to gather the baseline data . 
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Because the projects were just getting underway at the 'time, 

it was felt this survey would provide the basis for determining 

changes over time. This wave also gave the local projects 

an up-to-date profile of the population they were trying to 

serve. Twelve months later, BSL reinterviewed the same 

people, plus replacements for those who dropped out, to 

determine if any improvements had occurred. 

The third telephone survey interviewed crime victims 

who had been contacted by the projects. These respondents 

provided information about the extent and quality of victim 

assistance services and insights into the problems faced 

by elderly crime victims. The evaluators were also able 

to match the victim data with the general neighborhood 

surveys to ascertain the manner in which victims differ 

from the general population. 

By integrating conclusions reached by CJE's process 

evaluators and those reached by staff at the Behavioral 

Sciences Laboratory, we will atta~pt to present a comprehen-

sive overview of some of the seven projects' accomplishments 

and impacts. Moreover, we will use the data which has been 

collected during the CJE process evaluation to provide a 

broader understanding of the major findings of the BSL 

study. By combining these findings, we are able T~th 

a better sense of their reliability, to provide major 

recommendations about how to conduct successful elderly anti-

crime projects. These recommendations, grouped according to . 
the various project objectives, are intended to be helpful 

to people planning,or operating future projects. More 

detailed recommendations for planning and implementing 
L:J 
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a crime prevention and victim assistance program for the 

elderly are contained in three other C,,1'E manuals prepared. 

for HUD. These are Anti-Crime Programs fO~' the Elderly: 

Combining' Community Crime Prevention and Victim Services; 

Anti:Crime Program for the Elderly: A Guide to Planning; 

and Anti-Crime Programs for the Elderly: A Guide to 

Program Activities. 2 
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CHAPTER 2 VICTL~ ASSISTANCE 

2.,1 Project Activities 
'. 

Both the process and impact evaluations produced data 

indicat.ing moderate success in the projects' victim assistance 

components. project achievements at reaching large numbers 

"10f clients seemed most directly tied to' the efficiency of the 

victim referral process. And this efficiency varied greatly.' 
" 

Perhaps the most efficient r%ferral process existed at 

Senior SAFE in Los Angeles. There the Police Department 

extended' exemplary cooperation, providing the project 'with 

names of elderly victims on a daily basis. Police officers 
r; <~\ 

encountering older victims explained Senior SAFE and asked 

~he victims if they were interested in receiving assistance 

from the pro:;j~~ct. If they indicated an inter~st, they were 

asked to sign a victim consent form~ Copies of thi's form 

were channeled to"several police divisions for accountability 

purpO.ses, and one copy placed in a special box at all target 
» area precincts. A Senior SAFE staff member picked the forms 

tip every day and delivered them to the projects' offices. 

Thus counselors were able to telephone or visit all victims 

within twenty-four hours. By contrast several other project~ 

encou~~ed problems in establ~Shing a referral process with 

the pc\r~ce, and thus could not' serve a large number of 

victL~s. For a~ample, the Milwaukee police chief refused 

to release the names of victims to the Crime Prevention 

Assistance Program, forcing project staff to engage in 
~.:; \;:' 

extensive outreach efforts to reach only a srrtall number of 

elCi:erly victL~s: 
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All the demonstration projects ~ound counseling to be 

the most needed victim service, and consequently this was the 

service most frequently provided. Judging from the BSL surveys, 

one reason for this need was the fear of future victimization 

which the crime apparently caused. 

The BSL findings show that the fear of crime resulting from 

a victimization spreads from a victim to his friends and 

neighbors. Three-fourths of the victims they contacted stated 

they were very fearful that they would be victL~ized again. 

Echoing this finding, many project counselors told CJE that 

f.ear is as great a proble.~ for the elderly--if not greater-

than crime. itself. 
Jj 

Despite agreement among projects that counseling is the 

most freouent service provided to elderly victims, opinions 

about its value varied. At several projects, counselors 

were very frustrated; they asserted that they could provide 

·'only counseling" and that victims really needed more 

"tangible" services. They described the lack of responsive

ness from the social service system and complained that they 

d'buld do "very Ii ttle·' for the victims. Conversely, 

counselors at other projects felt that counseling is 

indeed a critical service whose importance should not be 

underestimated. They believed that effective counseling 
If 

() 

is a tangible service, one in which the counselor is giving 

of himself--his time and effor~·trying to reduce the trauma, 

fear or depression +:~l t by the victims . , 

It is likely that much of the frustration vented to 

CJE evaluators by counselors was an accurate reflection 

of the large number of victLTIt needDwhich went unmet. BSL 
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found that victims often reported ~~at the projects did not 

resolve specific problems associated with the c;:rime. Yet 

almost one-fifth of these victims refused offers of help 

or did not tell the' project about the problems. Moreover, 

many of the problems which victims mentioned were thing~ 

with which most victim assistance programs are not equipped 

to deal. For example, financial assistance, direct medical 

car.e, relocation and property replacement are not services 

generally provided bythe,:,f)rojects. 
, ,\ 

Victim dissatisfaction 

expressed to BSL may thus be a reflection of the lack of 

social services available to victims, rather than dissatisfaction 

with the projects' services. " 

The importance of counseling '~;'as underscored by BSL' s 

finding th.at the great majority of victims--despite their 

statements about lacking certain kinds of help', welcomed 

the care and concern shown by the projects' staff members. 

Nine of ten victims surveyed would recommend the project to 

a friend who had been victimized. 

In'light of the victims' need for and receptivity to 

counseling, the skills of victim assistance counselors are 

a critical variable in the success of a victim assistance 

component. CJE's process evaluation concluded that education 

may not~e as important a qualification as ,te.~perament and 

training. Victims often mask their feelings; for example, 

BSL found that one~quarter of those victims who experienced 

increased fear said that they did neJ:t", reveal this to project 

counselors. This put a premium on training victim assistance 

workers to recognize the signs of e.1!1otional stress and\ 

to relieve some of this anxiety. CJE found that projects l 

------,.-'.,=" === .... -. ~-.---
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ability to provide ongoing training to victim assistance staff 

was an important variable in their success of lack of success 

in helping victims. 

The particular strengths of the projects' victim 

assistance components varied depending on the resources 

available in their cities, their linkages with social 

service agendl.es, and counselors'. abilities at individualiz:ed 

advocacy. For example, SCAN<) was able to provide victims with 
" 

emergency compensation through a pilot program operated 

by the Community Services Society of New York. The EVP&AP 

in New Orleans was able to channel victims to a new ~est±tution 

program run by the Orelans parriJ;h Sheriff's Office and 
y 

could expeditiously resolve victims' housing provlems 

because a staff member was on the Board of Directors of the 

New Orleans Housing Authority. Chicago staff were able to 

provide a host ot social services to victims because they 

were tied into the Mayor's Office for Senior Citizens and 

Handicapped's extensive information and referral network. 

In Los' Angeles, p~oject staff established close relationships 

with several importan.t local programs, such as an 

emergency loan program and a home repair service, so that 

clients received qui~k attention. 

Despit~ the fact that the projects' victim assistance 

components were able to 'make a generally favorable impression 

upon their clientele and were able to help victL~s with 

a number of services, their "overall success rate,1I as 

measured by BSL and as reflected in counselor frustrations 

expressed to CJE, was not overl~ impressive. Clearly, this 

" '. 
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is as much a result of the limited scope of the pictim assistance 

components as any other factor.. The implications of 

this conclusion are that victim assistance projects in cities 

where adequate back'up services do not exist will be 

unsuccessful in performing the functions they were designed 

for unless their services are expanded or refocused to 

coincide with the services victims feel they need. 

Several of the demonstration projects, in fact, began 

providing direct services to victims which they had or.iginally 

not intended to give. For example, one of the Los Angel@,s 

project's offices established its own emergency food closet. 

C$CCAPP began helping clients in landlord-tenant court cases, 

testifyi:ng on the clients' behalf in court. SCCAPP and 

EVP&AP a·lso hired their own carpenters to perform hardware 

repairs for victims. 

2.2. Lessons Projects Learned 

The opinions of the seven projects' victim assistance 

workers, the observations 'of CJE's evaluators and the findi.ngs 

of BSL's survey have produced a number of conclusions about 

victim assistance components of elderly anti-crime programs. 

The major ones serve as guides to people planning future 

programs. 

o The speed of the referral process may be the 
most important var:iable in the success of a victim 
assistance component. Recent psychiatric literature 
on victims reveals that to be optimally effective, 
victL~ counseling should take place within one or 
two days of the crime. After that period, victims 
often become a~bittered or withdrawn. Thus, 
projects should begin early to negotiate with the 
police, strivincr for a referral process that 
imposes minimalJadditional responsibility on police 
officers. In fact, without an efficient victim 
referral process linking a project with the police, 
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'Ji(' ~, b 
v~c I.:JJrl a'ss~stance may not e a cost-effec.ti ve 
activity at all. 

o Emergency counseling is probably the single 
most important:=;ervice anti-crime programs can 

.. provide for elderly victims. Because of the' 

, . 

. -.. - ... 
skills required, training ~ both pre-service and in-seJ:Vice.·;-
is important for victim -assistance .. staff. i.' . .' - -- ---- -- --.1 
o Individualized victim advocacy is a cruc.ial 
skill. With referrals to social service agencies, 
it can be easy for a victim counselor to "lose 
control.'" Yet victims will "blame" projects 
if their needs are not met .. Thus, projects 
lleed to folloW up on victims as often as 
possible and lobby with agency staff for 
·the provision of services. 

o Because of the lack of responsiveness from 
many social service' agencies', projects should 
try to provide as many services as possible 
directly. This may require an expansion or 
realignment of project structure. Because a 
vi9timization can exacerabate other problems 
previously affecting a- client, it is difficult 
for victim assistance workers to confine their 
efforts to -the consequences of the crime. 
Of.ten they must be prepared to help senior ~ 
citizens with non-crime-related problems.' 

o Home visits are an .integral part of 
effective victim assistance services. By 
viewing victims in their own environment and 
seeing their reactions to- their victimization, 
workers can best assess their emotional and 
physicial needs. 
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CHAPTER 3 CRIME PREVENTION 

3.1 ~oject Activities 

Because victim assistance only helps people "after the 
" fact," all seven projects provided services to reduce the 

opportunities for crime against elderly citizens. These 

" efforts included crime prevention training and "target 

hardening" programs. The former usually consisted of 

educational seminars directed at large groups of seniors. 

The latter included activities such as home security surveys, 

hardware installations, and property engraving. 

Clearly, the. potential for reaching seniors with crime 

prevention information is encouraging. A solid majority 

of those surveyed by BSL remembered receiving some such 

information during the year. Almost half said it actually 

affected their behavior, usual~y by making them more 

cautious and watchful. However, CJE found that certain 

project efforts to ~ap this poential--to interest the 

elderly in crime prevention--were limited in their effective-

ness by the current state of the art in crime prevention 

eudcation. 

Crime prevention tra~ining as currently conducted follows 

avery tra.ditional approach to education, using standardized 

packaged lectures to large groups. These lectures can 

last from ten minutes to one hour, but cover the same 

topics: tips to avoid purse-snatching, home security hints, 

precautions to take while walking and actions to take before 

going on a vacation. This approach is almost universa.1.ly in 

USE by police crime prevention units across the country 
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and was adopted by the demonstration projects, several of 

whom made their presentations~~~.combination with police 
,:-; ): { 

officers. However, a number of--~~-taff members conducting the 

seminars doubted whether they wer:e really "reaching" the 

majority of their audience with this type of educational prog:x:am. 

Nonetheless, several projects did engage in siginificant 

crime prevention training activities. SCAN joined with 

New York police department officers to prepare a useful 

crime prevention manual for the elderly, as well as a 

training module for police crime prevention officers. The 
II 

New Orleans project held training sessions- just for crime . 
victims, providing crime prevention information to the 

people who need it most. It also held training in projects 

and high-rise complexes, drawing senior citizens who did 

not necessarily belong to existing groups or clubs. In 

Chicago, the ex-policemen who conducted crime prevention 

training first talked to beat patrol officers to obtain 

a precise picture of cl,rime in the particular neighborhood 
Cc 

\~ 

where they were schedul~d to speak. 

Projects which used audiovisual and participatory 

approaches to crime pr~vention training found they worked 

much more effectively than lectures. For example, some 

Chicago staff members asked seniors to volunteer for role-

playing skits in which preventive techniques were da~onstrated. 

Some used films which focus,ed on burglary prevention or 

street safety~",. However, according to staff ma~bers the.~

selves, those which followed the films with discussions or 
o 

demonstrations to ensure that the movies' illustrations were 
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fully understood 'appeared enjoy to better results than those 

which used no organized follow-up techniques. 

Probably the most popular crime prevention service 

provided was home security surveys and installations. These 

services were "tangible,"--the hardware could be seen and 

touched by the clients--it reduced both fear of crime and 

chances of victimization, and it was free. Most of the 

demonstration projects did not originally intend to provide 

hardware ~o seniors. Ho~eve~, it quickly became clear 

that the· so-called home security surveys, by themselves, 

were of minimal value to many low-income elderly clients 

(who constituted a majority of those served). If defects 

were discovered, clients without resources to correct tb.em 

could be left with even greater anxiety about their 

safety. 

However, once the projects coupled these surveys with 

~he provision of appropriate hardware, they were very 

warmly-received. The Milwaukee project, which had the 

most comprehensive horne security program, provided surveys, 

equipment, and installations for over 750 elderly citizens. 

The Chicago project, which provided locks to seniors but 

did not have the resources to install them, was pleasantly 

surprised when its follow-up showed that the great majority 

of clients who received them were able to secure assistance 

to have them installed. Other projects which could not c 

install hardware l:'eferred clients to existing programs; 

these programs, often burdened by waiting lists and boundary 

restrictions, produced mixed results. In fact, their slow 
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responses sometimes resulted in blame being placed on the 

demonstration projects ~~emselves. 

One of the major issues faced by the projects performing 

home security activities was services for apar~'Tlent-
~ 

'" 
dwellers. Many of the clients of all seven projects lived 

in apartments; in fact, two-thirds of those surveyed by 

BSL Ii ved\\ in rental p~operty. 
II 

Mos t pro]' ects did not 
~ ~ 

r., 
provide home security aid to aparbnent-dwellers. "They were 

wary of conflict with landlords and unsure of their legal 

right to alter the landlords' property. However, because 

tbe poorer elderly live in apartments and, as BSL fou~d, 

elderly apartment-dwellers are more likely to be victims 

of crime than elderly residents of single-family homes, 

th~\Se i:eoPie' sh~d:"and can J:e-~iced in a numbei: ~f' ~y;'''"F~; ~i~',"-
. ... _.... ~... .. .. _. . .. ' ...... . ...... -

SCAJ.'1,with the help of the V~a ~ti.~i:e' s Vi~i~~;~~~, ~~~IIi~---' 
locks to elderly apari:ment dwellers. 

.. ~ .. -- -~. 

"~----.-.. ,-- ..:--
lJespi te the les~ than optimal educational programs 

provided by the projects, ,BSL found that the crime prevention 
J 

message--whether disseminated by the projects or others--

was"getting across to seniors. While there was no large 

number of statisically significant changes inDpeople's 

attitudes, more residents were indeed taking precautions 

to protect their household in 1979' ~han in 1978. These actions 
. 

most often consisted of increased use of bars or special 

locks for windows andg~eater surveillance with peep-holes 
# ,. • '-,.", 

or similar screening devices. This increase was particularly 

true in Flatbush, a SCAll target area which suffered from the 

highest crime rates of any area in New York City; there was 

a statistically significant rise in percentage of people 

reporting that they'use special bars or locks on ~indows. 
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In Milwaukee's Sherman Park, where the Crime Prevention

Victim Assistance Program conducted its comprehensive home 

security efforts, residents also reported a substantial 

increase in using special bars Qr locks on windows and 

in having peepholes or some other way of se~ing people 

before letting them in. BSL' s fin·!I.ings are encouraging 
" 

since the two largest, and statistic'ally significant cha~ges 

occurred in neighborhoods for which BSL had .strong evidence 

that the local demonstration progr~s were highly visible. 

Thus, it is possible that the positive changes in home 

securi ty measures were attributed to the proj ects' actj.~vi ties • 

BSL also attempted to assess whether elderly residents 

in project neighborhoods increased their sense of personal 

security when outside their homes by having someone with 

them, by taking somthing with them for protection like 

a whistle, or by simply avoiding certain places in the 

neighborhood because of their association wi~~ crime. 

Such measures were, in fact, taught as part of the crime 

prevention" training conducted by most of the projects. 

BSL found that residents of the Central City :?-rea of 

t'Tew Orleans were significantly more lik~ly to take 

these measures than a year previously; this is an 

encouraging result for the EVP&AP, which emphasized crime 

prevention training throughout its two years. Furthermore, 

the data collected by BSL show a tendency of the elderly in 

the other project neighborhoods toward taking more pro

tective steps when going outside. It is impossible, 

without more detailed information, to link this tendency 

to the projects' activities. Nevertheless, it is encouraging 
o 
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to learn that elderly citizens are willing to adopt 

procedures for protecting their safety. 
<) 

However, it must b~ stated also that BSL found that 

'no significant changes' occurred in the fear levels of those 

surveyed. Moreover, the only statistically significant 

resul ts: :indicated increased fear in Flatbush and Central 

City. Thus, it;:. is conceivable tha.t senior citizens in those 

neighborhoods took more precautions not because they were 

heeding project advice, but because they were simply more 
, ' 

fearful. This possibility is supported by BSL's 

findings that ~~e majority of peop~e received information 

about crime prevention from televisions in each of the four 

cities BSL studied, none of the other volunteered sources 

exceeding 10%. 

3.2 Lessons Projects Lear~ 

In performing both crime prevention training and home 

security activities, the demonstration projects found that 

the method of providing the service was an L~portant 

determinant of the clients' receptiveness to it. In 

crime prevention training sessions, techniques which 

involved the participants and called on them to respond 

or react seemed more effective. 3' 'Providing home security 

services to senio~s proved more effective when a comprehensive 

program could be promised--surveys, hardware provision and 

installation. 
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Other lessons learned by the projects and conclusions 

reached by CJE include: 

o Crime prevention training should be organized and 
planned according to a number of factors: The neigh
borhood, the identity of the audience, the location 
of tht~ training, and the size of the audience. The 
same ,':lpproach should not be used fO:r all presentations. 

o Otiler factors to consider in planning a crime 
prevention training session include the people's living 
situation (apartments vs. homes), the interests of 
the pa:t:'ticipants, the crime pattern in the neighborhood 
and thl3 way in which crimes are being comml tted. 

o The subj ect of awareness is generally ignored, ,in 
crime prevention training; too often project staff 
assumed people were gathered because they wanted to 
learn how to prevent crime. Trainers should address 
this i~Jsue befor-e delving "into the ~'how' s" of crime 
preven1:ion. antil people understand the scope of the 
crime problem and want to learn, it is difficult to 
effectively transmit information to th~~. However, 
in making people more aware it is important trainers 
providE~ an opportunity to express their fears and 
discovEar the ~ risk of being victimized. 

o It is likely that the more participants can become 
involvEad in crime prevention training, the more 
effective that training' will probably be. Thus, 
seniorsi will better remember points made in films, 
slides I' exhibits or demonstrations, than in lectures or 
handout~s. Similarly, they will learn even better 
while ~rdoing" things such as role-playing crime 
siutations or simulating real life experience~. 

o Crime prevention training for the elderly can be 
improvE!d only if it is evaluated. Several projects 
used orte form of evaluation--wri tten questionnaires 
to elic~t i~~ediate participant reaction. However, 
two other valuable forms of evaluation should be 
considE~red. They are self-assessment (for the 
trainel~s themselves) and" impact evaluation. The 
latter I' which can be very di#ficul t to conduct, can 
tell Pl:Oj ects what participants remember and whether 
they cc:mverted any of what they learned into action. 

J 

o HomE: security strategies should be based not on 
what "looks good" but on the actual crime problem 
in an area. For example, providing all seniors with 
new locks is inappropriate if !nost burglaries are being 
accomplished through unforced entries. 
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o Security su-rveys should always be done w~th a 
written checklist; this guarantees' that the», 
surveyor will not forget to inspect any part of the 
residence, will allow later analysis of elderly 
residents' security problems, and can be used for 
evaluating effectiveness. 

o Whenever financially possible, projects should 
install hardware themselves. When they are forced 
to depend on other pro'grams, problems of.ten arise. 
If such reliance is necessaryj however, places to 
contact include: existing home security programs 
funded under the Older Americans Act, tCETA programs 
with carpentry co~ponents, local victim/assistance 
programs, trade schools, local community colleges 
or universities, and retired carpenters. 

o Apartment dwellers should not be ignored when . 
home security programs a;r'e being planned. Even if 
hardware installa:Cion cannot becconducted, projects 
can help residents organize campaigns to get better 
s~~urity provided by building own~rs or managers. 
These may include various types .of tenant actions 
to . enforce or change housing codes or pressuring 
local officials to change policies or laws with 
respect to security for mul~iple dwellings. 
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CHAPTER 4 PUBLIC POLICY AND PROJECT VISIBILITY 

The da~onstration projects' third primary objective was 

to increase visibility for both themselves and for the overall 

problem of crime against' the elderly. To promote their own' 

activities they engaged in a variety of public r'elations efforts,; 

To bring the problem of elderly. crime to the attention of the 

public and public officials, they undertook activities which 

included the dissemination of newsletters, the organization of 

co~litions and public hearings, and th'e holding of seminars and 

'training sessions. 

/) , ,\ 
4.1 Project Activities 

Good visibility is very important: fo.r a neigh1;?orhood-oriented . , 

crime prevention and victim assistance program. It gives a 

project credibility with residents whom it will be serving 

and with agenc'ies on whom it will have to rely. It attracts 

clients to the program, cleints who may be in serious need of 

service. And it can serve a project in good stead when it 

seeks future funding at the local level. 
({ 

Both the process and impad\t; evaluations found that overall, 

the public relations efforts of the proj.ect;s were a moderate 

success. During the twelve-month period of/the impact evaluation, 

awareness of the four projects BSL studied increased, although 

not by as much as they probably desired. ,)And in two cities 

BSL did not study--Chicago and Washington, D.C.--CJE found 
\\ 

a number of indicators that projes-:t::}visibility had also increased. 

Those projects which experienced difficulty in gaining local 

visibility usually suffere:1 fran a lack of professional staff to whcm authority i; 
, . .~.. _. - ." -~. . . -I"~\ . .' .... ~-... "- . 

to car:r:y out a public=elations campaign{was~specif~cJ.ally delegated. 
\( 
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The investment of those projects which hired a full-time public 

relations specialist paid large dividends. These projects 

obtained coverage on rad~o and television shows, publishe~ 

regular newsletters, and,even (in the case of the D.C. project) 

were able to obtai~ a weekly program on a local radio station. 
) 

A project which emphasized public visibility from its 

inception was the Senior Citizen Anticrime Network, SCAN, 
" 

in New York City. SCAN's full-time public relations specialist 

spent considerable time simply planning a full-scale publ.ic 

relations campaign, including a citywide mailing list with 
, , 

over 1,500 ',entries, a newsletter and a bulletin, public 
/\ 

\ 

speaking engagements, and connections with staff .of all local 

papers, radio and television stations. The ~roject eventually 

enjoyed good visibility throughout New York City. 

The value of recognition levels :3hould depend on the project 

objectives being considered and the emphasis the project places 

on these objectives. For example, assisting victims is not 

dependent upon prior knowledge of a project.~~ existence, as long 

as the referral system with the police ,1{lorks well. In such 

cases, victims can be referred to ~he project by police, whe~~er 

or not they ever heard of it. (Hot'lever, prior knowledge may 

mean a faster "break:ing of the ice" and more willingness to 

accept a home visit from a stranger, albeit a victim assistance 

counselor). This can been seeh in Los Angeles, where Senior 

SAFE consciously decided to concentrate on victL~ assistance 

and did not conduct a widespread publicity campaign, and yet, 

because of their efficient referral process,,_ were able to reach 

,,,,.,,,,'~)'~,/ a_.c, rlomar:heenu.~er of victims. In Milwaukee, however I cooperation 

.' J - police was almost nonexistent. There,' p\lblici ty and 
co 
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extensive outreach were needed to make victims aware of project 

services as well as to reach clients for their crime prevention 

efforts. This outreach was extremelv active, but as pointed 

out' earlier, we-.s probably not sufficient, in terms of the 

number of victims serve~,to merit a separate victim assistance 

component. Nonetheless, it may have been a major reason 

for Milwaukee's success in the other areas of the program: 

block organizing, crime prevention education and advocacy for 

public policy changes. 

This last area, publicity aimed at making the general 

public and public officials more aware of the serious nature 

of the elderly crime problem, with a view toward influencing 

public policy in favor of changes to reduce that problem, 

was also common to the seven projects. This ,form of activity 

was originally only a priority for SCAN--but the others 

gradually came to see its value • 

Thus, the Crime-Prevention VictL~ Assistance Program 

organized public hearings in Milwaukee on amendments in the 

Wisconsin Victim Compensation Law. The Senior Citizen 

Community Safety Program organized and conducted training 

programs for Chicago police recruits and transit aides, teaching 

them how to communicate and interact with elderly people. 

SCCAPP organized a~'\ ad hoc coaJ...:l tion on crime and the elderly, 
~~--

then helped the group d~aft resolutions concerning ~~e elderly 

and crime for ~he New York State Assembly Committee on Aging. 

These included recommendations for emergency financial aid 

fd'r elderly victims, eXr;>ansion of senior citizen cri.~e 

prevention and assistance programs, stricter enfOrC9.1TLent 

of municipal security codes, and ~~e development of elderly 
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witness assistance projects to encourage older victims not to 

drop out'of the criminal justice system. 

The staff of the EVP&AP in New Orleans organized the New 

Orleans Federation on Aging, .a coalition Q.;f approximately 20 

representatives from local groups. The coalition was 

incorporated and meets regularly. It worked with the State 

Legilsature and State Legislative.Council on several issues 

affecting the elderly and crime. 

SCAN';s leadership in this area continued over its life-

time. Its efforts included lobbying for policy changes or 

improvements, serving as a clearinghouse of information for 

ci ty organizations" and providing technical assistance to anti-

cri.11e groups throughout New York City. Perhaps its most 

important advocacy roles were in helping organize Senior 

Citizens Crime Prevention Week in the city and in lobbying 

at the State level to obtain approval for the release of 

state Ti·tle III funds to t..~e New York City Department for the 

Aging; almost one half a million dollars T.oTaS released by the 

Governor to be used in projects combating crime against the 

elderly. 

4.2 Lessons Learned by Projects 

Two trends developed as t,."'e projects resolved start-up 

problems and began implementing planned activities. They 

increasingly realized the value of ,public relations activities and 

the importance of local visibility, and they became more interested 

in influencing public policy as it affects elderly crime 
() 

victims--and potential crirne victim.s. Acting on these realizations, 

the projects learned sevefal things about such efforts . 
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o Full-time public relations help can be very valuable 
to an elderly anticrime project; professionals have the 
knowledge and skills to obtain better visibility for 
a p~oject. Even if full-time help is not affordable, 
proJects should considE~r hiring a part-time public 
relations person. 

o Successful service delivery can itself be an effective 
Ifvisibility"'creator;; satisfied clients will "spread the 
word lf a.bo~t a project which helped them. 

o "'Different" kinds of community public relations 
a~tivities can be particularly beneficial. These 
include holding "open. houses" f,or local residents 
and officials, something the D.q. project did, or 
organizing a crime prevention fair in which 
representatives from many local. agencies or 
programs can participate; this proved very 
successful for the Milwaukee project. 

o Projects should rely on other print media than 
just major daily newspapers to receive publicity; 
these other publications are often read more 
thoroughly. They include: Church bulletins, 
community paper shoppers' guides, and agencies' 
newsletters. 

o The val.ue of television as a means of disseminating 
information about an individual project or crime against 
the elderly cannot he overestimated. BSL found that 
over 50% of the elderly get their information on 
crime prevention via television. No other .category 
of response exceeded 10%. 

o A significant way to obtain feedback on the needs 
of the elderly and to influence public officials is 
through advisory committees. These groups should 
include elderly residents of the project's arget area, 
representatives of social service organizations, 
members of the police department, elected officials, 
representatives of the criminal justice system and 
people from community-based planning and action 
organizqtions. 

o Advocacy activities can and should grow naturally 
out of project activities and local problems. Examples 
of various activities which can be implemented to 
affect public policy include: training citizens to 
monitor court cases involving elderly victims or 
witnesses, lobbying for changes in local laws or 
ordinances; testifying at public hearings; holding 
demonstrations showing support or opposition for 
certain policies; or taking legal action against 
conditions adversely affecting the elderl¥. 
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CHAPTER 5 NEIGHBORHOOD STRENGTHENING 

5.1 Project Activities 

Perhaps the project's most ambitious--and also their least 

successful--activity was "neighborhood strengthening." Onder 

this objective, they tried to convince neighbors to join 

together to combat crime • Although the irmnedia'ce goal was to 

reduce crime and fear, the projects hoped a byproduct of this 

community crime prevention approach--perhapsc, ultimately the 
" 

product--would be increased neighborhood unity or cohesion. 

All seven projects ,make an effort to reduce crime through 

organizing citizens into collectiye action. They a~arked on ~his 

goal, however, with different strategi€s. In Los Angeles, 

Senio:t' SAFE sought to enroll people in the police department's 

"Neighborhood Watch" program, in which citizens are organized 

by block to watch out for their neighbors and to be sensi ti ve to 

signs of potential criminal activity. The Elderly Antivictimization 
.J 

Project in Washington, D.C. tried organizing several hundred 

senior citizens in three high-rise apartment buildings 

floor-by-floor to run a similar program. 

The SCAN project in New York initially "organized" its 

two target neighborhoods by forming ~sk forces made up of 

fepresentatives of local groups and agencies. These groups 

chose to LT'(lplement several localized cri."1le prevention strategies. 

They included civilian street and auto patrols, tenabt lobby 

patrols, and "buddy systems" in which senior citizens would 

be responsi}:)le,for checking on the safety and knowing the 

. whereabouts of each other on a regular basis. 'During the 

surmnerof 1975,l SCAN employed CETA youth wor.kers who pat:.rolled 
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local streets and senior citizen centers, wearing SCAN shirts 

and using walkie-talkies linked to police precincts. 

The Crime Prevention-Victim Assistance Program in Milwaukee 

was the most successful of the projects in organizing a network 

of neighborhood groups. Staff were able to establish 56 ,-:; 

citizen clubs by going door-to-door and convincing people to 

attend block meetings, then chairing these meetings and 

addressing citizens' concerns. Although the project did an 

admirable job of organizing block meetings, it too 

encountered problems. Staff had difficulty sustaining 

interest in continuing to hold meetings; the majority of 

clubs met only one time. Moreover, the project confined its 

community organizing activities to only one target area after 

achieving little success in a nearby neighborhood. Despite 

these problems, this project's efforts in the Sherman Park 

area are impressive. Staff persistence resulted in over 80 

community crime prevention meetings involving almost 1,000 

senior citizens. 

Other projects' difficulities with neighborhood 

strengthening are reflected in the findings of the BSL survey. 

BSL measured whether residents felt they could work together 

to reduce crime in their neighborhood, both in 1978 when 

projects were conducting neighborhood strengthening activities 

and in 1979, hopefully after residents had been exposed to 

the projects' efforts. If neighborhood social networks had 

been strengthened--one of the projects' objectives--

it was assumed more people would feel that, by working together, 

they could combat crime. However, B$L found that this 
.. c 

"working together" indicator of neighborhood strengthening 
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did not improve and in fact declined slightly. 

The projects' limited success at achieving this objective 

raises important qu~stions for policy makers and for 

administrators of future projects: Why didn't the projects 

perform better in this area? Were their failures a function 

of their own inabilities or the neighborhoods in which they 

were operating? Were the strategies they chose inappropriate 
." 

for their areas? Although no quantitative data exists to 

de.fini ti vely answer these questions, our experience with 

all seven projects wouie support several explanations. 

For one thing, community organizing skills and 

expertise are not easily achieved. The seven projects, and 

CJE as well, tended to underestimate the extraordinary 

perserverance, planning and skills required to establish 

effective community crime preventio~programs. Moreover, 

information on how to accomplish this type of organizing 

is limited in both its quantity and its quality, since 

evaluations are few and most local programs are just now 

in the process of digesting their experiences for others 

to use and build upon. Thus, as in the case of crime 

prevention education, the "state of the art" in neighborhood 

organizing around crime is rather limited and required the 
\~<, 

projects to invent new ways to circumvent obstacles to 

success. 

One of these obstacles to success was the neighborhoods 

wh~J;"e the projects operated, which were chosen as targe'ts because 

of the high crime rates against senior citizens there. As it 

turned out, most of these target areas were transitional 

neighborhoods, where people are steadily moving in and out 
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and where there is a clear lack of community identity. These 

high-crime, urban neighborhoods, usually with a prepondera~ce 

of renters, are traditionally the toughest to organize, 

according to experts. 4 The projects certainly found this 

to be true. And not surprisingly Sherman Park, which was 

the best success story among the neighborhoods, was probaply 

the most stable and affluent of any of the target areas. 

5.2 Lessons Projects Learned 

Despite their lack of success at neighborhood strengthening 

acti vi ties--and often because of i t--the seven demonst,ration 

projects learned many valuable lessons about these strategies. 

Unfortunately, frequently these lessons were learned too 

late to make a real difference. Still, they are ·important 

for those people who will be implementing similar anticrime 

programs in the ~uture. 

o As with victim assitance, neighborhood anti
crime organ~z~ng seems to largely depend on 
the personal qualities of the or~anizers; their 
effectiveness may come partially 'from education 
and experience, but more likely from their ~~rsonal 
characteristics and acquired skills. Someone with 
an outgoing asserive personality--a natural salesman 
of sorts--appea~s to be the best kind of staff to hire 
for this task. 

o Staff members should "get to know" a neighborhood 
or block before trying to organize it; they can 
talk to people such as clergymen, local officials, 
staff of senior centers, police officials, leaders of 
tenant or civic groups, and directors of local 
social service programs. 

o Staff should gain the support of the police. Their 
expertise and knowledge of local crime patterns can be 
very pelpful, and their endorsement can open peoples' 
doors. 
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,0 Recruitment for block clubs is a time-consuming 
and frustrating job. It should be done in a persona~ 
way--through face~to-face interaction. And the 
team approach is ~afer and more impressive in 
appearance to residents. 

o Staff should start in neighborhoods or on 
blocks where there exists a strong likelihood 
that organizing will be successful; this' 
gives them confidence and allows them to 
iractlce -their techniques in a recePtiVe eiwironment. 

o Staff shouid not be wedded to an exclusively 
anti-crime approach to organizing. The key is 
to organize residents to attack their most 
importaI:L't;, common problems, which can include 
traffic, sanitation, schools, or det.er,ior.a.ting 
housing, . Continuing groups might mean turning 
to some of these issues as well. 

I: 

o Neighborhood organizers from a projec~ should 
act as facilitators, not leaders; citizens 
sbould be made to feel it is "their" group, 
and the selection of a committed resident 
leader is important. 

o There are a variety of anticrime strategies, 
which can be implemented by neighbors, whether 
they live in apartment buildings or single 
family homes. These include: civilian . 
observation fo~t andscar patrols, tenant 
and lobby partols, group lobbying for 
increased security protection, whistle 
ar airhorn distribution, and telephone 
assurance or escort services. 

o The maintenance of block clubs and other 
program~after an initial push has been made, 
is critical and sometimes difficult. To 
avoid a decline in interest staff should 
plan steps to be taken at future meetings" 
such as the distribution of materials, 
the attendance of guest speakers, or the 
showing of films. A newsletter is often 
key to keeping up communications. 

.. .: 

" 

Because recent research indicates that. "neighborhood 

strengthening" programs may represent the best chance for 

commUnities to reduce their crime problems, it is particularly 

important that these lessons learned by the demonstration projects 

be considered by others in ~~e crime prevention field. ' 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. CJE prepared three reports on each ef the seven demonstration 
projects. These were: "A Case Study of the First Nine Months of 
the Senior Citizens Community Safety Program" (January, 1978); 
"Evaluation Report of the Senior Citizens Community Safety 

Program"" (July, 1978); Final Report: Senior Citizens Community 
Safety Program (May, 1979); "A Case Study of the First Nine 
Months of the Senior SAFE Program (March, 1978); "Evaluation 
Report of the Senior SAFE Program (August, 1978); Final Report: 
The Senior Safe Program" (July, 1979); "A Case Study of the First 
Nine Months of the Milwaukee Crime Prevention-Victim Assistance 
Program" (January, 1978); "Eva:[uation Report of the Milwaukee 
Crime Prevent.ion-Victim Assist.an?e Program, II, (November, 1978); 
"Final Report: The Milwaukee Crime Prevent.ion-Victim Assist.ance 
Program (June, 1979); "A Case Study of the First Nine Monts 'of 
the Elderly Victimization Prevent.ion and Assistance Program," 
(January, 1978); "Evaluat.ion Report of the Elderly Victimization 
Prevention and Assistance Program," (September, 1978); "Final 
Report: The Elderly Victimization Prevention and Assistance 

• Program," (July, 1979Y; itA Case Study of the First ~ine Months 
of the Senior C:itizens Anti-crime Network," (January, 1978); 
"Evaluation of the Senior Citizens Anti-crime Network,'1 (September, 
1978); "F.inal Report: The Senior Citizens Anti-crime Network, (July, 
1979); "A Case Study of the First Nine Months of the Elderly 
Antivictimization Project," (March, 1978); "Evaluation Report of 
The Elderly Antivictimization Project," (July, 1978); "Final 
Report: The Elderly Antivictimization Project," (April, 1979) i 
"A Case Study of the First Nine Months of The Senior Citizen 
Community Assistance and Prevention Program," (December, 1978); 
"Evaluation Report on the Senior Citizen Community Assistance 
and Prevention Program,1I (September, 1978); and "Final Report: 
The Senior Citizen Community Assistance and Prevent.ion Program" 
(June, 1979). The Behavioral Sciences Laboratory submitted an 
interim report, "Interim Report on Elderly Victims' Assessments 
of Crime Prevention and Assistance Program,'1 William R. Klecka 
and George F. Bishqp, (November, 1978) and a final report, 
IIAn Impact Evaluation of the National Elderly Victimization 
Prevention and Assistance Program,'1 George F. Bishop, William 
R. Klecka, Robert W~ Oldendick and Alfred J. Tuchfarber, 
(September, 1979). 

2. These three manuals w~re prepared by CJE for the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development under Grant Numqer H 2696 RG. 
They are available from CJE for the cost of reproduction and 
will soon be published by HUD and available through the 
Government Printing Office. 

3. This technique is explained in "Trainer's Manual: Crime 
Prevention for Senior Citizens, II Rita Nitzberg (Criminal 
Justice and the Elderly, June, 1979). 
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Cont.. 

4. Frequent.ly, community organizers ignore apartment. dwellers 
because they believe organizing them would be unproductive or 
too difficult. They believe that. an apart.ment house or complex's 
environment militat.es against any effective communit.y crime 
prevention program; that tenants simply do not possess t.he 
self-interest in t.heir household that homeowners do. This 
attit.ude was 'recently echoed by Dr. Conrad Weiler, testifying 
before the Senate Committee on Aging as a represent.at.ive of t.he 
National Associat.ion of Neighborhoods. Weiler admitted that the 
neighborhood organizing move~ent has paid scant attention to 
urban tenants. He said that "in part, it is a question of 
attitude (Among neighborhood organizers), I know there is a 
common prejudice against. t.enants; they don't care, t.hey don't 
part.icipate, they see themselves CiS transitional •.• " Hearings 
Before the Special Committee on Aging, United States Senate, 
Ninety-fifth Congress, -Second Session (December 1,~978), Page 7l. 
The actions urban tenant.s can pursue to combat crime:: are di~cussed 
at length in -Ant.icrimeTechnigues for Elderly Apartment Dwellers: 
~rganizing Strategies and Leaal Remedies, Lawrence J. Cent.er 
(Criminal Justice and the Elderly, 1979),. ' 
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